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abstract 
  Based on Santa Coloma as a main case,analyzing how can be update there in 
this crisis situation to do suitable interventions to achieve a great effect. 
  After analyzing the Santa Coloma area,I pay attention to its urban marginality.It 
has the territorial marginality,the marginality of the relationship with 
Barcelona,the marginality of the people and life style and so on. 
  Urban fringe is corresponding the city center, the city of mainstream.The so-
called "fringe" can be understand at least contain the following meaning:Urban 
border space , the fringe people of the crowd , the fringe life style, it can be 
adjusted on the political significance of urban public about the organization and 
allocation of resources,it also can be about the relationship of the border 
between the city and urban development , the relationship between the urban 
and natural environment. 
  The attention to its urban marginality actual is a determination and also a 
orientation to the situation of Santa Coloma.Make it easer to find the 
characteristics of this area,and then find a suitable relationship with Barcelona 
even with other cities,and also is good for find the form of its renewal. 
  For Santa Coloma,it is an area multicultural,energetic,close to nature and also 
clutter and messy,they think is a place that easer to live than other city place but 
lack of sense of local self-identity,maybe also themselves;For “Barcelona 
person”,Santa Coloma is an area where there is an Ikea and can ride bike but 
full of immigrants and maybe not safely;And for the Chinese people who live in 
Barcelona,Fondo is a metro station where can find many of Chinese restaurants 
and commodities but far from the city center,In addition to this,sometimes in the 
area of Badalona there are more chooses.So for each group of people,Santa 
Coloma is not a place very good and essential.But actually,when i have being 
go there many times,i really think its a attractive place. 
  So for renewal of this fringe area,i think at first the most important thing is to 
establish a “spiritual center”,a place can make people who live here produce a 
sense of identity and deposit “collective memory”[2] which is mentioned in the 
Rossi’s <the architecture of the city>.Second,is make more connections 
between Santa Coloma and Barcelona even between other cities and Santa 
Coloma to offer more opportunity and make more possible to let each other to 
flow.And then,is the connection of inner Santa Coloma. 
  So in this situation of the city fringe renewal i think its good to introduce the 
concept of “Urban catalysts”[1]which is the concept of the book <american 
urban architecture-catalysts in the design of cities>,to make a responds and 
explain to my proposal to the Santa Coloma. 
  And also with the project of 5th student is very interesting,we can see different 
attitudes to the same place.And also its a comparing with my attitude to this 
area. 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[1]<american urban architecture-catalysts in the design of cities>.Wayne Attoe,Donn 
Logan.University of California Press, 1989 
[2]<the architecture of the city> Aldo Rossi 
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introduction !
“Cities are filled with numerous – and at first sight invisible – borders. Between 
rich and poor, between ethnic groups, between high and low, between dense 
and sprawl, in short, between center and periphery. But who and what define 
these borders?” – Ole Bouman  
  When Santa Coloma is not related to my thesis,when I have not tried to dig 
through it before, and even when I have never been to Barcelona,I had heard its 
bad reputation.When I was still studying in the language school in Madrid,i want 
to travel to Barcelona so I need to find a hotel,and I asked friend live in 
Barcelona Which is better, there is one in Fondo,so my friend especially 
emphasized that,do not live in Fondo where particular disorder particularly 
unsafe,so this became my first impression on santa Coloma.Then later I moved 
to Barcelona,the impression of santa Coloma became that where there is ikea, 
and then later the impression is cheap Chinese restaurants Chinese stores and 
a lot of seafood.This is the process of changing my impression as a Chinese 
who lived in Barcelona for santa Coloma.I think, for those Barcelona people 
who do not need cheap Chinese goods and the Chinese restaurant, except for 
people cycling and people go to ikea passing outside,there is no other reason to 
them come to santa coloma. 
  I remembered I had a friend living near the Fondo,so I asked him about Santa 
Coloma.He is a boy 26 years old and he had living in Santa Coloma 10 
years.So I think he is particularly qualified to speak about Santa Coloma.What 
he said about Santa Coloma is:Immigrant concentration,a place can be the 
represent of dirty messy and bad,Broken house broken street,people do not 
obey the traffic rules-in totality gives a sense of depression,include depressed 
atmosphere and depression disposition and no way to compare with Barcelona 
city center or other busy places.And he think here need strengthen 
security,Improve the environment and infrastructure,Pavement,Consolidation 
and management some of the related shops and restaurants. 
  The words what he said really surprised me.I really realized that the things 
what immigrants need most is a sense of belonging and self-identity in a foreign 
country. 
  For me,the actual state of Santa Coloma has a lot of beauty with its specially 
characteristic.Its topography,its Multi-race environment,marketplace 
atmosphere,urban fringe character,the river and even the grass swinging with 
the wind.The problem is its beauty scattered throughout,hidden in every 
corner.Every once more go to there,it always can be dig out more and more 
interesting places and the rich landscape can be saw more.Each time all like an 
adventure trip. 
 So on the state of with this very bad reputation,and its a big land,it is 
impossible to get people to spend enormous time and effort to actively find its 
beauty,even same for the people who live there.So I think for now the most  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important thing is to establish a guiding force, establish a spiritual center,the 
more they are integrated system that allows internal areas flow together,but also 
to Barcelona and it is easier to contact.At the same time give people a reason to 
discover its beauty. 
  
  The urban catalyst theory says design can be linked to place through the study 
of contextual factors in urban design. These factors include:morphological, 
social,functional,perceptual,visual,and temporal.Maybe use the concept of 
‘catalyst’ is useful for the process of developing area. 
  Santa Coloma is the very exactly developing area with potential.So if i use the 
concept of the urban catalyst theory,the most needed catalyst element for Santa 
Coloma is the “spiritual center”which i prospect be a infrastructure that with the 
characteristic of monument and connect with the landscape,connect with the 
nature. 
  And this place as the “spiritual center” of the people Santa Coloma,also as  a 
place that Barcelona people want to go and can be used.So the problem of the 
connection comes obviously.I found that the expressway cut the connection 
between Barcelona and Santa Coloma,In fact,as a powerful structure that can 
not be ignored.Also it cut the connection to the Besós river.So i think maybe the 
bridge o pedestrian can be the solution. 
  Then take vision along the expressway and the river i found that the park 
Trinitat Vella in a very special site.So in this site like in a island of 
expressway,crossing by many of the cars in the surrounding.And it is a park 
very beautiful and peaceful,i think maybe here can be transform o connected 
with the gas station o auto rest stop even a parking place.The meaning is to 
stop the car,and let people out of the car,then maybe they will have more 
opportunity to reach the river o to approach to the Santa Coloma. 
  For a urban fringe like Santa Coloma in the developing process,there are 
many “void spaces” like the green zone or other corners of Santa Coloma.It is a 
important parte of the public space.And in Santa Coloma there are many 
parks,and the green zone of the parks are very orderly.But in this area also has 
many “green zone” no so orderly but with a wildly beauty and for me that is very 
interesting.Also in the developing process is impossible to start all the transform 
and constructions at the same time.So in my opinion in the developing 
process,put some interesting installations is a useful manner to make more 
possibility and lead more participation.For me,installations with the characters of 
“catalyst”,because the most of them can be moving o put in different place and 
make different result and most of them are temporary.But it existed.After the 
existing,something already happened. 
  In Santa Coloma area maybe the meaning of the streets is more important 
than other areas because it has the topography and there is not a completely 
system of transportation.The people is already accustomed to walking.So i think 
in Santa Coloma need to do something to the street,like the paint o pavage o 
even interesting installation. 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  About the structure of the thesis,I separate the thesis to two parts,one of them 
is the general theory,and another is about the proposal to the Santa Coloma. 
  In the general theory part,I’m thinking about the marginality of Santa Coloma 
and introduce the concept of “urban catalysts elements” and also compare with 
the concept of Rossi’s “primary elements”,then made 3 examples that I think are 
urban catalysts to make the concept more clear. 
  Then based on the situation of Santa Coloma analyzing what is the most 
needed for Santa Coloma.And in this developing process I think to discussing 
about the temporary and perdurable also is very interesting and useful for the 
attitude to treat Santa Coloma. 
  Then the second part,is about the proposal to the Santa Coloma.Focused on 
the proposal on the finger area,at the same time,compared to the two students' 
projects. 
  “the spiritual center”as the most important “urban catalyst” can be a  trigger to 
the post chain reactions and other needs.So,other proposals appeared.They 
are :Pedestrian Bridge as the urban catalyst to connect;parking place as the 
urban catalyst;installations as the urban catalysts for “the void”;urban catalysts 
of the streets. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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chapter 1 !!!!!!!!!!!
1.1.1.urban fringe 
08/06/2014.Hong Kong Pavilion.2014 Venice Biennale of Architecture. !!!!
fringe !
  The so-called “fringe” has a lot of synonyms:border,brim,edge,limit,margin,hem 
and so on.It can be understand as many meanings:Urban border space in the 
topography and urban area;the fringe people of the crowd in the sociology and 
anthropology area;the fringe life style as a form of live different from the 
regularly way;it can be adjusted on the political significance of urban public 
about the organization and allocation of resources;it also can be relating to the 
relationship of the border between the city and urban development , the 
relationship between the urban and natural environment. !
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fringe-center as space reference !
  Think about “fringe” then it’s easy to find that fringe is a relative concept.In the 
field of space fringe exists relative to the center. 
  Center and fringe are two words interacting to each other.Center decided 
fringe,fringe worked in concert with the center then the center come to the true 
center.Different centers determine the fringe of the different functions and 
forms , and the fringe in turn determines the breadth central role.From a 
different perspective, we can have the fringe introversion and extraversion. !!!!
fringe-mainstream as social reference !
  In the social sphere,the fringe and the mainstream are two words oppositions 
related to the persons.Fringe is non-central , non-mainstream.Marginalization 
refers people o things changed and developed in the direction opposite to the 
mainstream.The fringe and the mainstream are relatively with the development 
and change of the society.Perhaps today was once the edge of the mainstream 
yesterday,while maybe the fringe today will become the center tomorrow. 
Generally,the marginalized groups,the fringe culture are heard derogatory with a 
little dangerous meant.But at the same time fringe can bring people a sense of 
mystery.You do not know infinitely extended along the edge of what will be the 
scene,and this gives us a space exciting to be explore, with endless potential. 
  !!!
urban fringe as a urban reference !
  The reason why i choose the title to use “urban fringe”instead of “urban 
edge”or“urban border” is because the meaning of “urban fringe” can include the 
area of space and society:the edge of space and the state of the group in the 
society and also the states of life. 
  For a city,the border of the city also can be interpreted as an entrance to enter 
the city from other cites. 
  If we can find a relationship and make them keep balance with the urban 
center and urban fringe will be the correct way. !!!! !
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image of the book <american urban architecture-catalysts in the design of cities> !!!!
1.2.1.urban catalysts !
catalyst 
“Catalyst" is a concept of chemistry,the catalyst is associated with a reactant 
substances,they are generally be used in small doses.Its role in a chemical 
reaction is change the reaction velocity or change the speed,and is not 
consumed itself during the reaction."Catalyst"in the event of impact produced by 
interaction of its surroundings or other things is called "catalytic effect.” 
Many other disciplines have similar theories,such as sociology "cluster 
effect ,"physics"Doppler effect" and mathematics "wave theory”,Medicine 
"acupuncture theory” and so on. !
the concept “urban catalyst” [1]of <american urban architecture> 
  The concept of “urban catalysts”[1] is proposed by Wayne Atton and  Donn 
Logan in 1989 in the book <american urban architecture-catalysts in the design 
of cities>. 
Through the intervention of a specific catalyst elements,causing some kind of 
"chain reaction", contributed to the objective conditions of mature urban 
construction, as to promote the city in accordance with the will of the people 
sustained,gradual development. 
From the level of understanding of urban design , urban catalyst may be the 
city's physical environment,a certain material elements,such as the 
development of a city block , a building project entity,the construction of an open 
space or open space systems;cities catalyst may also be a non-material 
elements,such as a development policy or an urban building ideas,a landmark 
event or special events,etc.Obviously,the city is sometimes visible 
catalyst,sometimes invisible catalyst.Because of the involvement of these 
catalysts,so that certain elements within the urban physical environment to 
produce a chain reaction,which led to the joint development of the surrounding 
area. 
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[1]<american urban architecture-catalysts in the design of cities>.Wayne Attoe,Donn 
Logan.University of California Press, 1989 
!
[1]page 86：“都市设计触媒并⾮非崭新的理论，它包含了现存理论所有内容，但令
⼈人满意的是它描述了如何从⺫⽬目标到实现，⽽而这正是现存理论失败之处。作⽤用与反
作⽤用，原因和结果是构成触媒概念最主要的⼀一部分。”（The catalyst of urban 
design is not a new theory,it contains all the contents of the existing theory,but 
what can be satisfying is it describes how from the target to achieve,which is 
extant theories failures.Action and reaction,cause and effect are constitutes the 
major part of the concept of the catalyst.） !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
the concept “primary elements” of Aldo Rossi[2] !
In the book of Aldo Rossi <the architecture of the city> mentioned a concept of 
“primary elements”[2]which alway like a catalyst of the city,and which can speed 
up the process of urbanization is similar with the concept of “urban catalysts”[1] 
in the book <american urban architecture-catalysts in the design of cities>. !
In the book Rossi did not give a clear definition of “primary elements”,but he did 
some examples and instructions.For example,place fixed activities and 
monuments all belong to the concept of “primary elements”. !
Comparing with these two concepts,I think the “primary elements” [2]that Rossi 
said is more biased in favor of static and durable,and these elements are 
storage container of collective memory of the city and also are the occurrence 
of container. While the other concept of “urban catalysts elements”[1],is more 
focused on immediate action to change the city. Comparing with their departure 
vision, the former is looking back from the development of the role of elements 
after the time,as a tool to understand the city and has a perspective. While the 
latter is generated from the United States starting from their pragmatism action 
make strategies and concepts. 
!
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[1]<american urban architecture-catalysts in the design of cities>.Wayne Attoe,Donn 
Logan.University of California Press, 1989 
[2]<the architecture of the city> Aldo Rossi 
!
1.1.3.different kinds of examples of urban catalysts elements !
  To make the concept of catalyst more clear,I've listed three examples that I 
understand that as the urban catalysts elements. 
  These three examples is in very different scale also in different form,but the 
same is that they are all catalysts that make the area them existed more active 
and bring more opportunity for those area. 
  The three examples are:installation as a catalyst-Crosswalk 
   architecture as a catalyst-museum Guggenheim.Bilbao 
   park as a catalyst-Thames-Barrier Park !!!!!!
1.1.3.1.installation as a catalyst 
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Crosswalk-Cruzar el Charco !
  The installation is located on the Plaza de España, 
which has recently been converted into a public 
fountain in the form of a large basin of water or charco 
(pond). At first sight, this conversion would appear to 
deprive this public space of its role as a meeting point 
or public stage, rendering it solely contemplative.  
  The Crosswalk – Cruzar el Charco project, one of the installations featured at 
the collective exhibition 40 Años después (La Recova Art Centre, Santa Cruz de 
Tenerife, 2013), arose from the study of urban situations that demonstrate how 
citizen action can transform public space  
through occupation and appropriation. Crosswalk – Cruzar el Charco (Crossing 
the Pond)contributes to this phenomenon: in clearly outlining the spaces for 
interaction, the installation intends to make local residents more aware of, and 
sensitive to, public spaces, while inviting them to (re-)use these spaces, to 
incorporate their daily lives into them, thus blurring the limits between private 
and public, between personal and collective.   
  However, another look shows that this space is slowly being taken over by the 
people of Santa Cruz, who have begun, almost furtively, to make active use of 
the fountain: crossing, walking or skating in the basin when it is empty, and 
splashing in it or running boat races when it is full. As  
it turns out, the space is bursting with possibilities, a blank canvas, open to the 
imagination.	

  Cruzar el Charco, consists of laying down a crosswalk outside of its usual 
context, across the basin, marking a new route for passers-by using the square. 
The project aims to help reclaim this urban public space, acting as a collective 
catalyst that invites the people of Santa Cruz to make use of it, increasing 
pedestrian traffic and legitimizing access to the basin. This initiative, by 
intensifying citizen interaction and highlighting the possibilities offered by this 
new space, offers a playful contribution to the reinvention and revitalization of 
the city’s most central public square. 
(the above information and pictures of Crosswalk is from web:www.gooood.hk ) !
Traction force 
For me this is a very good example of urban catalyst. And only its form planar 
device makes use of the public space and participation has undergone a 
qualitative change. Zebra guide the public to go through it to use it, more 
involved in the plaza in the past. Very successful activation of the vitality of the 
square again , while the other hand it is really just adding up their black lines 
only. It is also through the use of this has been clearly defined in people's minds 
, there is safety in order to allow pedestrians to pass through the element " 
zebra " for people to define the path through the plaza , inspired participatory. !
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1.1.3.2.architecture as a catalyst !
Museum Guggenheim.Bilbao,Spain.October,1997.Frank Gehry  
!
This is the example that we all know.As a museum Guggenheim never has 
changed its propose and the use,but it activate an entire city.And now that the 
museum also alway is the same museum,but the city has developed a very 
good level. 
It has now become a symbol of bilbao . For visitors , this is a attractions must to 
go to, and for local residents,it is the presence of non-negligible element and 
completely change their city. !!
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[1]In the book <España,nosotras,las ciudades>,a citizen of Bilbao named Amets 
Pérez Martínez: !!
“Yo creo que la trasformacion que ha sufrido Bilbao en los últimos diez años ha 
sido una transformación abismal.Cuando yo era una pequeña y paseaba con 
mis padres por la ría era una ciudad oscura,gris,una ciudad industrial y ahora 
mismo si paseas por Bilbao es un Bilbao moderno,es un Bilbao que está lleno 
de turistas,que eso antes era impensable.Creo que el Guggenheim es el 
símbolo más destacable de lo que puede ser la reorganización que está hora 
mismo experimentando Bilbao.Y hay que decir,además,que mucha gente 
estaba,era contraria a que se construyera el Guggenheim y todo el mundo lo 
veía como algo negativo,era algo que la ciudad no necesitaba,y ahora mismo 
toda esa gente que criticó,entre las que me incluyo.nos tenemos que callar la 
boca porque ha levantado la ciudad completamente,es una ciudad nueva,es 
una ciudad que ahora mismo es turística cuando antes no lo era,es una ciudad 
con vida,llena de energía.” !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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[1]<España,nosotras,las ciudades>2007.Manuel Blanco.C&C Joint Printing co.,
(SHANGHAI)Ltd. !
1.1.3.3.park as a catalyst !
Thames Barrier Park 
!!
The award-winning Thames Barrier Park was opened in November 2000 and 
provides a focal point for Newham residents and attraction for visitors to the 
area. The riverside area was redeveloped and landscaped with fountains, family 
areas, flower gardens and tended lawns. The park has helped to significantly 
regenerate the area. 
 
!!!
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The place of spatial connection and temporal allusion in activating 
redevelopment around the Thames Barrier Park[1] !
(Urban catalysts in theory and practice Juliet Davis.Architectural Research Quarterly / 
Volume 13 / Issue 3-4 / December 2009, pp 295 - 306 DOI.
10.1017.S135913551000014X, Published online: 19 February 2010)	

!!
The park, as built, establishes relationships with its surrounding context of derelict 
docks at various levels and scales. A challenge which Patel Taylor acknowledged in 
interview was to find ways of responding to docks – huge forms that powerfully evoke 
their past uses – while establishing a set of new spatial relationships that begin to open 
them up to a different kind of future.24	

Patel Taylor’s primary design move involved raising the ground plane to the level of the 
former river wall, creating a grassy plateau which, according to Davey ‘emulate[s] the 
muscular, man- made topography of the Royal Docks’.25 Andrew Taylor regards the river 
as a crucial element of the site topography for the project, drawing on Ackroyd’s 
ascription of ‘sacred’ position for it in relation to the history of the City of London.26 The 
elevation of the plateau helps reorient the site towards the river edge – dramatically 
tidal and previously invisible from within it. Stands of birch trees serve to frame views  
of the extensive dock landscape, as from within an interior. The other three edges of the 
‘plateau’ are marked by features which form clear boundaries between the park and 
neighbouring sites, though paths running around the entire perimeter of the plateau 
encourage people to occupy them whilst promenading along the river or sitting in view 
of the Thames Barrier, Millennium Dome and Docklands.	

!
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[1]Urban catalysts in theory and practice Juliet Davis.Architectural Research Quarterly / 
Volume 13 / Issue 3-4 / December 2009, pp 295 - 306 DOI: 10.1017/S135913551000014X, 
Published online: 19 February 2010 !
!
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!
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1.2.1.Santa Coloma !!
  In wikipedia:Santa Coloma is a city in Catalonia, Spain. It is situated on the 
south-east side of the Litoral range, with the Puig Castellar (299 m) as its 
highest point, on the left bank of the Besòs river: the municipalities of Sant Adrià 
de Besòs and Badalona separate it from the coast. It is essentially a banlieue 
(or suburb) of Barcelona. !
   
So Santa Coloma is the urban fringe of Barcelona,also is the edge city of 
Barcelona province.And also the most of people live in Santa Coloma is 
immigrant,they live here with a different way from the people live in the center. !!!!!!
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1.2.2.the most needed “urban catalyst element”in S.C—spiritual center !!
  In such a marginalized region,the most of the people live here are immigrants. 
And in fact, the immigrants are the people lack a sense of belonging the most, 
they are also eager to local identity and local self-identity.The status quo Santa 
Coloma seems like can not  give them this opportunity,this is a really bad 
reputation immigration area,while the composition of most of the residents here 
are do small business or self-employed open shop,most of their time they have 
to keep themselves in this area,lacking of contacts with the outside world,and in 
another hand in addition to visiting the IKEA,the Barcelona people will not have 
too many other reasons to come here,so Santa Coloma becomes a special 
area,became a self-serving existence. 
  I think,Santa Coloma is a area rich with a variety of different kind of vitality and 
beauty but they are difficult to find because they scattered in every corner.It also 
did not have a complete system of road net.So I think now the most important 
thing and perhaps is the most useful thing is to establish a spiritual center,which 
can serve as a connection point to Barcelona and Santa Coloma ,but also as a 
place of belonging residents origin of self- identity.This place is not a place 
religion,just as the existence of particular for Santa Coloma,has the 
characteristics of Santa Coloma. !
  I remembered I had a friend living near the Fondo,so I asked him about Santa 
Coloma.He is a boy 26 years old and he had living in Santa Coloma 10 
years.So I think he is particularly qualified to speak about Santa Coloma.What 
he said about Santa Coloma is:Immigrant concentration,a place can be the 
represent of dirty messy and bad,Broken house broken street,people do not 
obey the traffic rules-in totality gives a sense of depression,include depressed 
atmosphere and depression disposition and no way to compare with Barcelona 
city center or other busy places.And he think here need strengthen 
security,Improve the environment and infrastructure,Pavement,Consolidation 
and management some of the related shops and restaurants. 
  The words what he said really surprised me.I really realized that the things 
what immigrants need most is a sense of belonging and self-identity in a foreign 
country. !
  So the environment where they live all days become more and more 
important.If we can find things that Barcelona not have or do something 
different from Barcelona,then Santa Coloma and Barcelona can become a 
complementary relationship.Also the people who live in Santa Coloma will be 
proud of it,and they can say that:we have that!That’s in our Santa Coloma.Just 
like the the Sangrada Familia for Barcelona and the Eiffel Tower for Paris.Those 
buildings are the place of landmark and the place people can put memory 
around them,also as a coordinate. 
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1.2.3.about temporary and perdurable in the developing process !!
《中国建筑⽂文化讲座》汉宝德（Han Pao-teh）.⽣生活·读书·新知三联书店.2006-1 
page 27 
“在中国⽂文化⾥里，建筑并没有客观存在的价值；它的存在，完全是为了完成主⼈人的使命。
除了居住的功能外，建筑是⼀一些符号，代表了⽣生命的期望。”[1] 
(in Chinese culture,building has not the value of  objective existence;its existence,completely in 
order to complete the mission of the master of the building.In addition to the function of 
residence , the building is some of the symbols represent the expectation of life. ) !!
“由于建筑没有客观的存在，所以建筑的造型不必求其独特，也不必求其永恒，所以中国
⼈人没有发展出⽯石头的建筑。建筑与⼈人⽣生⼀一样是有其寿命的，它随着主⼈人的⽣生命节拍⽽而存
在，因此使⽤用可以腐朽的⽊木材，要⽐比使⽤用不会腐朽的⽯石头，更有⽣生命的意义 。” 
(Since the building has not objective existence, so the building does not have to seek its unique 
styling , do not seek permanent, so Chinese people do not develop the stone building. 
Construction has its life-span such as the life,it beats with the owner's life and existence , so 
can be use wood  that will be rotten,compare with to use the stones that does not rot, there is 
more meaningful of  life.) !!!!!!!
In his book,he think that: 
  Chinese people believe that stone is a material for building under the ground, 
so the tomb is built of stone,which implies death.But timber is the trees growth 
upward,represents life.Stone has a character a sense of chill of the air,in the 
other hand,soil and wood are good omen,suitable as the building material. 
In short, the Chinese ancients did not believe eternal,they think that life is bound 
to disappear,but this is actually a kind of wisdom.Only life can extend life , 
architecture is art,it is an appliance to bear the weight of life.China's building is 
alive,it will grow also will rot.Substance can never be eternal. !
  For what the author has written is correct o no,I want to keep reservation. 
However,the author provide an explanation of traditional Chinese architecture 
and culture with a fun and novel ideas. At the same time it is also a perspective 
to look at the existing building in the long river of time. !
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[1]《中国建筑⽂文化讲座》汉宝德（Han Pao-teh）.⽣生活·读书·新知三联书店.2006-1 !
  In Rossi's <the architecture in the cities>,the collective as a trigger,the concept 
of time is a important thing to be emphasized that different from the concept of 
modernist architecture.Many monuments architecture like Theaterat 
Arles,Diocletoan’s Palace and so on,the reasons why they can have a long-term 
existence is not for the initial or original function,but also has nothing to do with 
the context of the surrounding environment,but rather that their own form, which 
can evolve over time accommodate different functions. 
  These monuments not only as a memory storage of the city,take the historical 
memory of the past into the present,revealing the collective concept of society, 
but also can become a dominant factor of the city,the “primary element”.Its 
relationship with the dialectical form of urban development it means a city not 
only has had,the past city and the after city,but also defining by the relationship 
between them. 
  So Rossi focus attention on the elements that after to convert the function still 
can continue to exist.Because the building in its history always changing the 
functions,so the function in fact is merely among many phenomena order a 
superposition of the complex relationship exists. 
  I think in the discuss about temporary and perdurable in the developing 
process,to compare Han Pao-teh’s thinking of traditional Chinese architecture 
with the idea of Rossi’s is interesting.The former emphasize the unity 
person,and the latter emphasize collectivity.The former think substance can 
never be eternal.While the latter think with the form then collective memory can 
be deposit and the building can continue be existing. !!
  !!!!!!!!
 Many years ago Toyo Ito has put the architecture than to fashion.Toyo Ito was 
believed that the era of fashion is the most sensitive thing,politics also need to 
design something,but the music and fashion at the forefront of the times,from 
this sense,they are more liberal than the architecture.Ito think that those point of 
view that believe buildings will live forever is old,he only interested in those who 
can make him feel the presence of flowing value architectural, whether he is a 
shack or temporary building,to be exact,the so-called flow value refers to 
changes in the external environment factors interact to produce,then the 
building as a tool to feel the flow of things,should be like the linking bonds of 
surrounding. 
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There are also architects specially focus on the"temporary building”,for example 
the studio Carmody Groarke like building experiments.They feel good building is 
not the most important of its body, but to inspire and bring people thinking about 
it.  !
In the book about Kazunari Sakamoto 《建筑的诗学——对话坂本⼀一成的思考》 
““临时性”的东西对⼈人的束缚感是很弱的，它能给⼈人以⾃自由感。通过“临时性”时间
的连续性被永远呈现出来。”[1] 
("Temporary " thing on people 's sense of restraint is weak , it gives a sense of 
freedom. By" temporary “the continuity of time is always presented.) !!!!!!
 While concerning about the general construction,we also need the same 
concerns to the temporary architecture and temporary installations,because of 
his temporary,perhaps just expressed a strong demand for the moment,or 
perhaps it just the necessary exploration in the development process. 
And if we pull focus,put the timeline farther and longer,the time of the existing of 
buildings, in fact most of them were “temporary". Therefore,the "temporary" 
building just like a "catalyst" catalytic development of the city. Especially in the 
area of the development process.This can also be used as a symbol of vitality 
and potential. 
  
2/5/2014.the temporary buildings beyond the river of Santa Coloma.Barcelona 
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[1]建筑的诗学——对话坂本⼀一成的思考》(Kazunari Sakamoto)岩冈⻰龙夫 / 奥⼭山信⼀一 / 曾我部昌
史 / 刘东洋 / ⼩小川次郎 / 五⼗十岚太郎 / 仓⽅方俊辅 / ⻓长岛明夫 .东南⼤大学出版社.2011-10 !
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!
chapter 2.  !
proposal of Santa Coloma !!!!!!!
2.1.1.the fringe of the urban fringe-the fingers of Santa Coloma !!
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2/5/2014.Santa Coloma.Barcelona !
   !
  The fingers of Santa Coloma is the most area i interested in those areas of 
Santa Coloma.It has a form of fingers and extending to the direction of the 
mountain.Just like in the calling to tell the people here can be used as the 
mountain entrance—an entrance into the nature. 
  If we change our view to look upon,the border of urban public space is the 
building,and the border of landscape maybe also is the building,then the 
building which is alway be treat as the center also can be the border,the edge in 
this view.Then,when we change our view to treat the border,the fringe,the urban 
fringe can be treat as the entrance of the city,and can be the The starting point 
of the city began. 
  The problem of the fringe maybe can be solved with the fringe.Here is the 
fringe of Santa Coloma where is the fringe of Barcelona.And here can be look 
as the embodies of the characteristics of Santa Coloma:the border,the 
topography,the potential,the landscape and the disorder.Now is the lack of 
people to get involved. 
  So i think this area of Santa Coloma is the most suitable to do something as 
the “spiritual center”,also as the urban catalyst element for the develop of Santa 
Coloma.It can not be so greatness,and i don’t want it to take the sense of 
religious.Only is a place can make people who live here produce a sense of 
identity and deposit “collective memory” which is mentioned in the Rossi’s <the 
architecture of the city>.Also as a place that Barcelona people want to go and 
can be used. 
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2.1.2.the examples of 5th student’s project !!
project of Carlos Ortiz—Mezquita y Centro Cultural Islamico 
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THE  MOST  NEEDED  “URBAN  CATALYST  ELEMENT”  IN  S.C  —  SPIRITUAL  CENTER
"In such a marginalized region, the most of the people live here are immigrants. And in fact, the immigrants are the people lack a sense of belonging
the most, they are also eager to local identity and local self-identity. The status quo Santa Coloma seems like can not give them this opportunity, this
is a really bad reputation immigration area, while the composition of most of the residents here are do small business or self-employed open shop,
most of their time they have to keep themselves in this area, lacking of contacts with the outside world, and in another hand in addition to visiting the
IKEA, the Barcelona people will not have too many other reasons to come here,so Santa Coloma becomes a special area,became a self-serving
existence.
I think, Santa Coloma is a area rich with a variety of different kind of vitality and beauty but they are difficult to find because they scattered in every
corner. It also did not have a complete system of road net. So I think now the most important thing and perhaps is the most useful thing is to establish
a spiritual center,which can serve as a connection point to Barcelona and Santa Coloma ,but also as a place of belonging residents origin of self-
identity.This place is not a place religion,just as the existence of particular for Santa Coloma, has the characteristics of Santa Coloma.
I remembered I had a friend living near the Fondo, so I asked him about Santa Coloma. He is a boy 26 years old and he had living in Santa Coloma 10
years. So I think he is particularly qualified to speak about Santa Coloma. What he said about Santa Coloma is: Immigrant concentration,a place can be
the represent of dirty messy and bad, Broken house broken street, people do not obey the traffic rules-in totality gives a sense of depression, include
depressed atmosphere and depression disposition and no way to compare with Barcelona city center or other busy places. And he think here need
strengthen security, improve the environment and infrastructure, Pavement, Consolidation and management some of the related shops and
restaurants. The words what he said really surprised me. I really realized that the things what immigrants need most is a sense of belonging and
self-identity in a foreign country.
So the environment where they live all days become more and more important. If we can find things that Barcelona not have or do something
different from Barcelona, then Santa Coloma and Barcelona can become a complementary relationship. Also the people who live in Santa Coloma will
be proud of it, and they can say that: we have that! That’s in our Santa Coloma. Just like the the Sangrada Familia for Barcelona and the Eiffel Tower
for Paris. Those buildings are the place of landmark and the place people can put memory around them, also as a coordinate."
URBAN FRINGE RENEWAL WITH URBAN CATALYSTS ELEMENTS
YANG YANRU
GENERATING A USEFUL PUBLIC SPACE ALONG THE BESOS RIVER
Public spaces are very important to improve the population's quality of life in the cities. They are democratic areas where people have all kinds of
coexistence opportunities. In Santa Coloma de Gramenet, for any reason, the analyzed public spaces were empty or underused. On the other hand,
the downtown area is fully dense. The challenge for the city is manage the urban voids and improve the current spaces, these that are idle and
forgotten in the middle of the built city. Therefore, the thesis shows purposes to integrate and approach both. The study aims not only the analysis of
the current situation of the city's public spaces, but develop projective and urban strategies that can be use on the Besòs River.
Installing a mosque and a cultural center in a large void area along the river, and linking it with the other side of the riverbank, by a footbridge and
observatory, where people can see the city, and the projects that emerges in the woods. Thus, filling the void spaces, and becoming them into new
places of pleasure, serving the public and creating a new identity that leverages the integration between the user and the place. Today, the river is
only serving as a border between Santa Coloma and Barcelona, without effective uses beyond the fluvial park. The proposals are based on the needs
of the population, comparisons between facilities existing in other urban rivers, according to the possibilities that the Besòs can offer.
The project of the student Carlos Ortiz, is a Mosque and a Cultural Center for the city of Santa Coloma; it is located between the banks of the Besòs
River and the mountain. In the opposite side of the riverbanks, a large block emerges through the trees, the Mosque, which is located in the middle of
the ground and beside her, the Cultural Center, which houses exhibits and attracts publics of different cultures.
The buildings fit gently in the landscape, following the topography, and on the opposite side of the river, from the large clearing, views of the woods
with the Mosque in the middle, at the highest point, and an overview of the city of Santa Coloma.
The relationship between building and landscape, after to activate the void and create a new urban space. Their connections with the environment,
city and river, its accessibility and relationship with the local topography, infrastructure and uses.
FILLING VOIDS, CREATING SPACES-INTEGRATING THE VOID SPACES IN THE BUILT CITY
ANDRÉ PINTRO MARÇAL
AXONOMETRIA PROCESO
0 105 40202
 !!
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  I have to say this is a very interesting and adventurous project although 
actually i don’t agree to do something religious here. 
  The same idea with me is that in his project i can see that he also want to do 
something spiritual,do something that Barcelona not have and find the 
characteristic from Santa Coloma itself—the immigrants as the point.Starting 
with the religious center then extending to the culture meaning then connect 
with the nature,also as the entrance of the mountain. 
  So it also can explain with the theory of Rossi,because it want to be a 
“collective memory”.And also can be as a catalyst element to existing in Santa 
Coloma and activate the connection with Barcelona. 
  The only things that i disagree is the characteristic of the religious,but i agree 
with the character of spiritual,and it also make me thinking. 
  Then i come up with the example of Mezquita de Córdoba.It was originally a 
mosque,and later transformed into a cathedral. 
  In <the architecture of the cities> mentioned it as a example to explain the 
monument,the function is already not so important,but the form is a “collective 
memory” for the people to deposit and awake the memories. 
   But back to the Santa Coloma,as a Chinese person and consider that there is 
many Chinese people without faith live here,i’m not sure whether it 's religious 
will shut part of the crowd off.Or perhaps,in fact,it's religious developing to a 
cultural center as the connection point to connect Santa Coloma with 
Barcelona. !
Mezquita de Córdoba 
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the project of Laura Duran !!
“La propuesta se centra en conectar el núcleo urbano de Santa Coloma de 
Gramanet con las áreas naturales más periféricas de esta zona. 
La sierra de la Marina,es un parque natural con mucha importancia tanto para 
los vecinos de la zona como para curiosos que se acercan a recorrer sus 
senderos.Teniendo en cuenta lo anterior,se propone eliminar toda la zona 
industrial que ha ido penetrando en la sierra y,en lugar de estas 
edificaciones,colocar un gran edificio como equipamiento totalmente 
relacionado con el área natural de esta sierra (exposiciones , actividades, 
marchas senderistas, investigación,etc).Así,en las áreas libres que van 
ascendiendo a la sierra,se toma la decisión de restaurar toda la vegetación,los 
arroyos de agua natural y la topografía existentes antes de estas grandes 
modificaciones. 
Este gran equipamiento,se coloca estratégicamente en el solar,permitiendo así 
el flujo natural de los dedos que ascienden a la sierra y la conexión visual 
directa y casi permanente desde cualquier punto de ellos. 
Por otro lado,conjuntamente con el centro de investigación de la naturaleza,se 
proponen otros dos usos para esta zona:primero,totalmente ligado al gran 
edificio,un área de albergue que dará uso tanto a los niños que puedan realizar 
campamentos en la zona,como a gente que quiera realizar diversas marchas 
senderistas a lo largo de varios días,así como para la gente que pueda trabajar 
en el edificio temporalmente;segundo,reubicar el aparcamiento de camiones 
que,antes de la intervención,suponía una gran barrera tanto visual,como 
física,entre la sierra y el parque Fluvial así,se llega a la decisión de colocar este 
gran aparcamiento al final de la tira verde que se encuentra entre el río bésos y 
el centro de investigación,evitando así que,este espacio tan duro.Impida la 
relación entre todos los ecosistemas de la zona.” !
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  This is a very interesting project combining topographical and geographical 
environments.This project focuses on the function of as entrance of the 
mountain as well as service centers.With interesting form to improve the 
condition to the mountain,very respect for nature.For the establishment of 
"alberge" is very reasonable to consider,while a nearby parking lot is actually a 
very good development motel conditions,but it is also necessary to control the 
scale with the consideration for the ambience and quality. !
  Compared the two projects,Carlos pay more attention to the spirit of the 
space,while Laura pay more attention to the natural combination.But at the 
same time,we can see two works have the intention of this land as an entrance 
of the area. !!!
Maybe,Combining the two works together is an interesting choice. 
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2.2.other catalysts that Santa Coloma need !!
 If we treat “Mercado de Fondo” as a living space that belong to all the people of 
Santa Coloma to satisfy the material needs,then the “spiritual center” belongs to 
the space that satisfy spiritual needs as well as leisure and entertainment. 
  The “Mercado de Fondo” is a good project and active Fondo area and near the 
metro station of Fondo,crowed of people.As a market,actually its range of 
services is restricted because it serves the daily needs of people in Santa 
Coloma. 
  Compare with the restrictions on the market,the area of the fringe of Santa 
Coloma,may be has greater potential to contact from Barcelona and Santa 
Coloma even elsewhere. 
  As the edge of Santa Coloma,It can be used as a new entry of Santa Coloma, 
links from other places.Also it can be used as the uphill entrance—connecting 
people and nature as a connection point. 
  At the same time,I want to expand the scope of use of the crowd in this 
region,then led to other needs and proposals of Santa Coloma.  !!!!!
how to get here? !!
  First,assume that we have such a “spiritual center”,and it is attractive,then,as 
an important catalyst element,will lead to another chain reactions. 
  When we have this “spiritual center”,can be the catalyst that as the reason of 
people want to come to Santa Coloma,and also the Santo Coloma people will 
come and use it,the first problem down-to-earth is:how to get here? !
  Then the question become of two questions:how to get here the people Santa 
Coloma?And how to get here the people of other places? 
  At first,I want to think about the first question how to get here the people of 
other places.So the people of other places can get here from the center of 
Santa Coloma o can get here directly—here is used as a entrance of Santa 
Coloma. 
  So actually,the questions are:How to get here from Santa Coloma?And how to 
get here from other places? 
  For the reason of I want to connect Barcelona and Santa Coloma,so at first,I 
want to find how to get here from Barcelona. !!
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2.2.1.Pedestrian Bridge as the urban catalyst to connect !
 
!!!
about the expressway !
  From the map we can obviously see that the expressway (Ronda Litoral) with 
a direction along the river drew a dividing line,cut off the contact of Santa 
Coloma,such as a wall,It is so strong that blocking the opportunity of people to 
near to the Besós river.So if we can't cross it,we are difficult to make more 
effective connection with Santa Coloma and Barcelona.The exist of highway is 
for the cars,and there is a particularly large sense of distance to the 
pedestrian,and it is characterized by the link between the city and city.So the 
character of expressway need to be used.So i think it can be do something. !
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   !!!!
  
 So,I try to find from the map if there are places can cross the highway.Then I 
found that near subway station TORRE BARO of the Line 11 with is also a 
suburban train station,there is an existed bridge across the highway,this is a 
very good existing condition,and this is also the pre-existing condition for 
connect both sides of the river. 
  
14/05/2014.on the bridge of Torre Baro.Barcelona 
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14/05/2014.the way from Torre Baro to the river of S.C. !
  I walk along the bridge,follow the path of the great introductory guide to Besós 
river,then the road abrupt end until the river.Meanwhile,the bridges that can 
cross the river unfortunately very far from here if we walk by foot. 
  Then,it comes naturally with a proposal to build a bridge here which is a 
pedestrian bridge,that can be crossed by foot and by bicycles instead of cars. 
Because,first,as a vehicle scale,the existing bridge is not too far from here;and 
second,as the channel of the “spiritual center”,and also as the prelude to close 
to nature,I hope it has a quiet atmosphere. 
  From another perspective,this has become another exit of Santa Coloma to 
the outside world,so that Santa Coloma people more easily able to use outside 
resources.For example,out of the subway station is a library,and other public 
facilities can also be used. !!
14/05/2014.the library of Torre Baro 
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two examples of pedestrian bridge !
Tension Band Bridge / ANNABAU !!!!!!!!
The design for the Tension Band Bridge was a cooperative competition entry 
between Berlin-based firm for architecture and landscape ANNABAU and 
Schüßler-Plan structural engineers for the „Landesgartenschau Tirschenreuth 
2013“ (Garden Festival Tirschenreuth 2013), and was selected for 
implementation. The sculptural bridge is destined for pedestrians and cyclists 
and spans its 85 meter length over the city pond.	
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Pedestrian Bridge / Miró Rivera Architects !!
  Located on a densely vegetated site in Lake Austin, the pedestrian bridge 
connects the main house on the property with a newly constructed guest house. 
With a design inspired by the reeds and other native vegetation that cover the 
shores of the lake, the bridge is a light and maintenance-free structure that is 
well-integrated within its wetland setting. The bars/reeds intertwine at the 
abutments and “grow” over the bridge, camouflaging it and transforming the 
bridge into a symbiotic, almost invisible link. 
Superstructure: The arch structure spans 100 feet with a main span of 80 feet. It 
is composed of five nested five-inch diameter pipes that diverge gracefully 
between the spring-point of the main span and the abutment at the beginning of 
the bridge. !
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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2.2.2.parking place as the urban catalyst !!
the park in the expressways—parc Trinitat Vella 
!!!!
expressways islands——a park can be a parking space? !
  You can see the three highways enclosing Trinitat Vella make it a high-speed 
island, through on-site observation,the traffic is very large,so that if the first step 
is to make people in a manner more interesting and than the signs on the road 
to realized that oh I’m in Santa Coloma,then the second step to stop the car 
here would be easier.So I think for people to get off here and then have the 
impression,perhaps could be a funny way to give Santa Coloma more chance. 
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parking space of Barcelona.from google earth !
  This is a beautiful park,its big,it is a park with full range of facilities,and it has 
some history.It is a park that has a quiet temperament,but existing in the 
environment of the island of expressway,only with the metro is easy to 
reach,other ways all are difficult.The park itself is very good, but on this high-
speed environment surrounded by,did not have powerful ambient to match this 
environment,and also there is no strong reason to give specially let people 
down from the subway.BBQ place also unmaintained. 
  With the situation of so much cars passed by,so if the car can be stopped or 
parked here,then this will be a one more step.And also we can plus a rest stop 
or gas station near here o make more connections o transform the existing gas 
station. 
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example of interesting parking space 
  In 2009, the head of the Roads Department of Georgia commissioned J. 
MAYER H. to design a system of 20 rest stops for the new highway, a 
thoroughfare that will run through Georgia and serve as a connection between 
the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Republic of Turkey. Two rest stops are now 
complete, while a third is currently under construction. 
  The new rest stops are located on selected scenic viewpoints along the route 
and serve as activators for their area and neighbouring cities, including not only 
nearby a gas stations and supermarket, but also a farmers market and a 
cultural space for local arts and crafts. 
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2.2.3.installations as the urban catalysts for “the void” 
 For me,the actual state of Santa Coloma has a lot of beauty with its specially 
characteristic.Its topography,its Multi-race environment,marketplace 
atmosphere,urban fringe character,the river and even the grass swinging with 
the wind.The problem is its beauty scattered throughout,hidden in every 
corner.Every once more go to there,it always can be dig out more and more 
interesting places and the rich landscape can be saw more.Each time all like an 
adventure trip. 
  Santa Coloma is just like a big garden without corridors,and there are many 
beautiful “void wild spaces”. 
  25/04/2014.Santa Coloma.Barcelona 
《反规划途径》(Yu Kongjian)俞孔坚: 
“⾯面对变⾰革时代的城市扩张,需要逆向思维的城市规划⽅方法论,以不变应万变。即,在
区域尺度上⾸首先规划和完善⾮非建设⽤用地,设计城市⽣生态基础设施,形成⾼高效地维护
城市居民⽣生态服务质量、维护⼟土地⽣生态过程安全的景观格局。” 
（Face to the urban sprawl of changing time,urban planning needs  the methodology of 
reverse thinking,maintaining the status quo.That is,in the first regional scale and 
improving the non-construction land planning,design the infrastructure of urban 
ecological,establish a highly efficient way to maintain the ecological quality of urban 
services,maintenance of ecological processes of land security landscape pattern. 
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  In the process of developing,maybe most of “the void” will be filled in.But we 
do not know the exactly time and all the processes.So in the developing 
process,I think maybe “white space”also is a kind of beauty.So,for assist people 
to find and to enjoy the “void spaces”,we can put some installations.Also can be 
used as a experiment or the open-air exhibitions. 
  So installations can be treat as the urban catalysts for “the void” to help people 
find the beauty of Santa Coloma and enjoy it.No matter if it is a temporal thing o 
no. !!!
examples of installations !!
installations can be a catalyst 
examples in Madrid !
  Madrid made the transformation of contemporary urban art Cityscape plan at 
the end of last year,the program has been successfully carried out in the 
southern city of Madrid.Purpose of this program is that contemporary artists 
play to their creativity,for some age-old residential areas built landscape 
restoration.Currently, the three southern Spain city already has 12 creative 
works,including creative graffiti wall,photo wall residents,simple art of building 
body, wooden corridors,these creative works to make the old district revitalized. !
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Small Town, Big Bus Stops: International Architects Convene on Austrian 
Village for BUS:STOP Project 
  Sou Fujimoto, Smiljan Radic and Wang Shu are among seven international 
architects invited to design bus stops for a tiny Austrian village in exchange for a 
holiday there. 
  Instead of a typical project fee, the architects were offered a holiday in the 
Bregenzerwald in exchange for their services. Each also partnered with a local 
architecture office, who acted as an intermediary between the designer and the 
local craft-based businesses who built the structures. 
  "The aim of this project is to link design achievements of international 
architecture with the know-how and skills of local handcraft-based businesses in 
the Bregenzerwald," explained the project organisers. "This is made possible by 
involving regional architects as a kind of mediator between 'foreign' creative 
work and the abilities of our craftspeople." 
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!
2.2.4.urban catalysts of the streets !
  The streets is things that people walk everyday especially for the people live in 
Santa Coloma who was used to walk on foot all the days.So the quality of the 
street become more important. 
  And the streets with the character of orientation,so if it is more interesting or 
have other functions,it can more successfully lead people to the whereabouts 
point locations.At the same time is a mix use of the space. !!
examples !
City living room, Switzerland !
  In St. Gallen, Switzerland there is a different kind of outdoor space…one that 
acts more like a comfortable indoor living room. Or perhaps the rec room of an 
artist. Designer Carlos Martines collaborated with artist Pipilotti Rist on this 
unique public plaza. The entire outdoor space has been blanketed in red for a 
plush and vibrant look that speaks more toward pedestrians that vehicles which 
adds to the warmth. 
  The red carpet flows through the space and over everything in its path 
including seating elements, water features, vehicles and walls. Curvacious 
benches and water features call out to passersby, encouraging them to sit and 
linger. 
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Kic Park / 3GATTI 
  This is a project by 3GATTI Architecture Studio and it is located at Yangpu, 
Shanghai, China.  !
  Kik Park is a leftover urban area that Francesco Gatti is surprised to see has 
escaped being built-up and which is positioned at the entrance to the Kic 
Village, constructed in recent years for the students at the nearby universities of 
Fudan and Tongji. Since 2005 when the Italian architect transferred part of his 
professional activities to China he has recurrently been interested in the 
possibility of designing interstice spaces – as in the case of the In Factory 
JingAn Six Loft Buildings (2006), where the outside areas of the redevelopment 
project were treated on a par with a residential and work environment. 
  An essential element in his designs has always taken account of inter-activity: 
in this case between the people concerned (their actions and activities) and the 
influence of natural elements such as weather and sounds. 
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FAST TRACK / Salto Architects 
  Developed for the archstoyanie festival in russia by estonian architecture 
studio salto, ‘fast track’, the 170 foot long trampoline demonstrates the integral 
elements of park planning. expressed as a road installation, the project 
challenges the concept of infrastructure that normally focuses on technical and 
functional aspects, tending to be ignorant to its surroundings. ‘fast track’ is an 
attempt to create intelligent interactive spaces that emotionally correspond to its 
local context, giving the user a different experience of their environment by 
movement. !!!
floor boarding of Robert Blur Marx 
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Conclusion !
  In the course of this analysis,we have demonstrated that with this urban 
marginality,we can study from the theory of “urban catalyst” to make it easer to 
treat Santa Coloma.Find examples to compare with the situation of Santa 
Coloma. 
  Then I can reason out that the most important “catalyst element” for Santa 
Coloma is the “spiritual center”.And with this “spiritual center” can be used as 
the place to deposit “collective memory” for the Santa Coloma people,also for 
the people of Barcelona and other place,to be a entry of the nature also be a 
entry of Barcelona city and connected with the mountain and the nature with the 
people,make Santa Coloma more attractive.To be the reason let people easer 
to find the beauty of Santa Coloma and make them want to participate in Santa 
Coloma.Then with the chain reaction can produce other proposals and needs. 
  When we have this “spiritual center”,we already have more reason to make the 
connection of Santa Coloma and Barcelona more close.So then produce the 
necessary of the pedestrian bridge.The bridge is the corridor of the connection 
of Santa Coloma and the metro station of L11.And also as the prelude before 
enter the mountain and the nature,also in atmosphere.When we have it,then 
people can open the door to enter the Santa Coloma and people Santa Coloma 
can easier to use the resource of other places. 
  Then,because of the attention to the connection,make me pay attention to the 
PARK TRINITAT VELLA,for the situation that the site is located in a 
transportation island,so i want to suppose if we make more connection of this 
park to the transportation,to help people by car to stop here,maybe make more 
opportunity to Santa Coloma.And the park will be used by more people from 
different place. 
  Actually,Santa Coloma has a lot of “void space”,what is normal for a place in 
the developing process.Of course we can not fill this void space at the same 
time,so for this condition,during this process,maybe installation is a solution for 
it.We can use this void space make more things that can let us think more.Also 
can be put some installation in the place so that people can participate in those 
places,to know and feel more Santa Coloma. 
  Santa Coloma is a place has not a complete transportation system,so people 
usually walk.So,the street become more important.Maybe some interesting mix 
use of the street can be a activity system of the street.Also active more internal 
relation.In this crisis situation this also can be a solution cheaper than create 
something completely new.Also street is a thing that bring the character of lead 
and guid,so with a interesting street also can lead people to somewhere and 
this way also can be a system to complete for Santa Coloma. 
  At the end,I want to thank all the professors of our master Raventós.Eduard 
Bru i Bistuer.Llobet Riveiro Xavier.Josep Maria Fort,and my tutor:Aquiles 
González for the teach and help in the clases of this Master.Thank you very 
much. 
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